Alex is a High School student at Scheck Hillel Community School in Miami, Florida. He is taking 5 AP courses and is the founder and president of many clubs such as Cadena Club, Chess Club, and Finance club. Alex also has a podcast called the Koāch podcast, an inspirational podcast that bases its ideas on great thinkers such as Tony Robbins, Malcolm Gladwell, and Napoleon Hill.

He is a talented and hardworking student who accepts challenges and obstacles and takes them head-on. In the future, he would like to study civil engineering with a minor in finance. He wants to be known for helping solve
problems through ideas or movements, motivating and inspiring change in people, and bringing about change to an ever-moving world.

When not working, Alex enjoys reading, playing water polo, piano, playing chess. For Alex, it is essential to stay on top of everything and leave time to yourself.